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the debug tool window will open, similar to the debugger's. the main difference between
decompilation and debugging is that, in this case, we run the debugger, not the decompiler. the
process of decompiling the binary in this window is shown in the next screenshot: if you want to

inspect the data passed between the debugging window and the decompiler, you can use a console
command, e.g. cdb_get_process_pid_encoded(). this command output the process id, e. 357, in the
following format: cdb_get_process_pid_encoded(357). if you are looking for a particular function in

the source code, just point the cursor over it and use the "find" menu, which is present on the right-
hand side. for example, in the following screenshot, the keyboard shortcut ctrl+f12 is pressed on the

awl3d_decompile_expand_main(). the decompiler acts as a tool to modify the decompiled source
code such that we can see exactly what is happening during compilation. it writes to

extracted/decompiled/, instead of the main flow (decompiler input) work directory. the decompiler
works by patching the memory to either be executable (or mapped executable) if the

decompiled_process_is_executable variable is true. by editing the decompiled code, we gain visibility
into the compiler flow at the binary level. this is similar to how an emulator works, except that we

are stepping into the compiler code at runtime. we then patch the existing plugin_input_function so
that if is_executable is true, we write to execute_process_code instead of plugin_input_function. thus,
we are now guaranteed to write to the proper directory, and now we are ready to start decompiling!
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a decompiler can be used in addition to one of
these languages and compilers. for example,
you could write an application in java which

compiles to java bytecode using the jlink tool.
you could then decompile the bytecode into

java source code and compile it. the
decompiler will convert the compiled java

code into the pseudo-asm, which the jlink tool
will then translate into machine code. this is
the same approach used by the jd-gui tool. a
decompiler can also be used on executable
files which have been stripped of all debug
information. as a result, the decompiler will
not be able to reconstruct all of the debug

information which the original application may
have included. instead, it will only be able to
reconstruct enough information to allow the
application to be run on the target platform.
another way to use a decompiler is to take
code which has been "compiled" in some

fashion, and then try to decompile it. some
decompilers will do this, while others (like
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ghidra) do not. what you will get is the
decompiled code, which is not valid as java

source code. the decompiler will typically try
to interpret the code as it would interpret the

machine code which it is translating. for
example, if you were to decompile a.net
assembly file, you would get xml and.net

intermediate language (il) code. this is similar
to the pseudo-asm you would get if you were
to disassemble a binary. when analyzing an
executable, the tools first create a call graph
of the executable. the call graph shows all of

the functions of the executable and their
dependencies. if the executable is an elf
binary, the program information of the

executable is also included. the call graph
then serves as a guide for the decompiler.
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